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these islands. Inspired by tributes to Darwin in 1959, marking 150 years 
since his birth and the one hundredth anniversary of the publication 
of On the Origin of Species, Ecuador declared the Galápagos as its first 
national park. This step, which set the stage for tourism to the islands, 
has clearly brought a huge number of challenges, not least an established 
population of over 30,000, visitors approaching 200,000 in number 
every year, the influx of non-native species that threaten to unpick the 
ecological fabric of the Galápagos and a now ever-present miasma of 
inefficiency and corruption.

* * *

Charles Darwin will be a constant companion throughout. For those 
who do not buy into his views on the origin of species, this need not be 
cause for concern. The reason for paying special attention to Darwin is 
that his ideas have had a major impact on the way that humans see the 
natural world in general and the Galápagos in particular. Before HMS 
Beagle sailed into Galápagos waters in 1835, most visitors considered 
these islands to be some kind of godforsaken hell on earth. In its wake, 
perceptions began to change, and today the archipelago is widely per-
ceived to be the closest thing we have to paradise. Darwin is crucial to 
that transformation from hell to paradise, absolutely fundamental to the 
modern identity of the islands. If we ignore the significance the Galápa-
gos held for Darwin, we will have failed to appreciate the true impor-
tance of these islands.

In what follows, I will attempt to capture what is at stake: the 
awe-inspiring landscapes, the understated flora, the stunning, sometimes 
freakish wildlife and, crucially, the origin of new species. I will outline 
the immense challenges facing the islands and consider the future that 
lies ahead. I will not be writing about all the things to be seen in the 
Galápagos. That would be boring. But in cherry-picking, I hope I will 
have written an entertaining and enlightening account that distils the 
spirit of this remarkable place. figure 2. Charles Darwin as a youthful explorer. This portrait by English 

artist Thomas Herbert Maguire was drawn a decade after Darwin’s return from 
the Galápagos. US National Library of Medicine.
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Darwin was far more interested in rocks than in living creatures and still 
believed in the creative powers of God. ‘Geology is a capital science to 
begin, as it requires nothing but a little reading, thinking & hammering,’ 
he wrote from his cramped cabin on board HMS Beagle as it lay anchored 
in the harbour at Lima, Peru. Of what remained of the  voyage—across 
the Pacific and then home to England—it was the prospect of study-
ing the Galápagos rocks that excited him most. ‘I look forward with joy 
& interest to this  .  .  . for the sake of having a good look at an active 
Volcano,’ he wrote. ‘Although we have seen Lava in abundance, I have 
never yet beheld the Crater.’

All this pent-up excitement erupted on the afternoon of 16 Septem-
ber 1835, when HMS Beagle anchored off the north-western tip of San 
Cristóbal in the east of the archipelago and Darwin had a chance to 
venture ashore. Although he was clearly thrilled to get his geologist’s 
hammer out and start tapping away at the rocks, the island’s landscape 
as a whole was foreboding. ‘A broken field of black basaltic lava, thrown 
into the most rugged waves, and crossed by great fissures, is everywhere 
covered by stunted, sunburnt brushwood, which shows little signs of life,’ 
he wrote in his Journal of Researches. In a rather wonderful passage, he 
went on to liken the ‘strange Cyclopean scene’ to his native Britain then 
in the throes of the Industrial Revolution. ‘From the regular form of the 
many craters, they gave to the country an artificial appearance, which 
vividly reminded me of those parts of Staffordshire where the great 
iron-foundries are most numerous.’

The American author Herman Melville, who passed through the 
Galápagos on board the whaler Acushnet in the early 1840s (a trip that 

figure 1.1. Right, four views of the Galápagos. Philip Gidley King (a midship-
man on the Beagle with whom Charles Darwin shared a cramped cabin) made 
many snapshot-like sketches during the voyage. These drawings, included as en-
gravings in Robert FitzRoy’s Narrative, show Floreana (Charles Island), the ap-
proach to San Cristóbal (Chatham Island), a close-up of Freshwater Bay on San 
Cristóbal, and Isabela (Albemarle Island). Reproduced from Robert FitzRoy, Nar-
rative of the Surveying Voyages of His Majesty’s Ships Adventure and  Beagle . . . 
(London: Henry Colburn, 1839).
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Fissures of Eruption
Most of Darwin’s explanations for specific geological features hold pretty 
true. But he went further still, hoping to understand the very underpin-
nings of the archipelago as a whole. With his living quarters in a corner 
of the Beagle’s chart room, watching on as the ship’s surveyors got on 
with mapping out the Galápagos as never before, he was perfectly placed 
to do so.

With the advantage of satellite imaging, it’s easy to see that Isabela, 
the largest island in the archipelago, is in fact made up of six neigh-
bouring volcanoes connected by the extent of their laval outpourings. 
By looking at the Beagle map, Darwin could see this too and reckoned 
the archipelago’s volcanoes were sitting on a series of parallel lines run-
ning diagonally from the north-west to the south-east. This can be most 
clearly seen on Isabela, where three large volcanoes (now called Wolf, 
Darwin and Alcedo) are perfectly aligned. With a ruler to hand, it is also 
possible to draw a parallel line between Darwin Island in the north-west 
and Española in the south-east, taking in Wolf Island (as opposed to 
Wolf Volcano on Isabela), Santiago, Santa Cruz and Santa Fé along the 
way. In addition, Darwin reckoned that Fernandina and Isabela’s Sierra 
Negra sat on a third parallel, with Pinta, Marchena and San Cristóbal 
forming a ‘less regular fourth line’.

Darwin also fancied he could see another set of lines perpendicular 
to the first, linking Floreana and San Cristóbal, for instance, or Cerro 
Azul, Sierra Negra and Santa Cruz. These interesting patterns, Darwin 
speculated, might be explained by the existence of rifts on the ocean 
floor from which lava had blurted and islands had formed. ‘The principal 
craters appear to lie on the points, where two sets of fissures cross each 
other,’ he wrote.

The origins of the Galápagos Islands turn out to be a little more 
complicated than this, but in proposing ‘fissures of eruption’ beneath the 
waves, Darwin was certainly way ahead of his time. Even a century later, 
there was considerable opposition to the idea that the earth’s surface 
was made up of tectonic plates, vast slabs of crust jostling for position 
as if part of some poorly fitting jigsaw. We have now mapped out these 
plates in minute detail and are even able to measure their annual drift to 

figure 1.2. Tagus Cove on Isabela. Darwin figured that this sheltered cove 
had to be the result of weathering, with the elements battering down the south-
ernmost side of what had once been an intact tuff cone and the sea gradually 
eating into the core. Reproduced from Charles Darwin, Geological Observations 
on the Volcanic Islands and Parts of South America Visited During the Voyage 
of H.M.S. Beagle (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 1891).

figure 1.3. El León Dormido, or The Sleeping Lion, just off the north shore 
of San Cristóbal is a classic example of weathering. Darwin guessed that the 
amorphous mass of rock once filled the central hollow of a cone, the sloping 
walls of which have long since worn away. Reproduced from Charles Darwin, Geo-
logical Observations on the Volcanic Islands and Parts of South America Vis-
ited During the Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle (New York: D. Appleton and Company, 
1891).
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The Deep
Impressive as this kind of experience might be, it’s worth bearing in mind 
that it is necessarily superficial. Far deeper down than it’s possible to dive 
with scuba gear, there exists an entire world that few humans have ever 
set eyes on. In the 1970s, marine geologists got the first glimpse of it in 
the waters around the Galápagos, when they dropped a probe overboard 
and lowered it to a depth of several thousand metres into the vicinity 
of the Galápagos Rift (the east-west cleft between the Cocos Plate to 
the north and the Nazca Plate to the south, lying some 250 km north of 
Puerto Ayora on Santa Cruz). They were looking for signs of so-called 
hydrothermal vents discharging plumes of superhot water from the sea 
floor. Photographs and temperature measurements taken by the probe 
produced the first clear evidence of these chimney-like structures that 
we now know are a feature of all the world’s oceans. One of the photo-
graphs revealed something even more surprising. It is grainy, but one can 
still make out a clump of giant mussels, each about 15 cm long. A little 
way off, a crab scuttles across the lava bed.

In 1977, the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion sent the deep-sea submersible Alvin through the Panama Canal 
to take two men down for a closer look. In February and March, they 
made twenty-four dives in the region where the 1976 expedition had 
produced its photos. The warm, chemical soup spewing from these vents 
seemed sufficient to sustain an entire community of weird creatures in 
total darkness at extraordinary pressure. When Alvin focused its beams 
on the craggy lava floor of the Galápagos Rift, it shone light on a mon-
strous abundance of giant mussels, crabs, oysters, limpets and tubeworms 
growing up to 3m long.

Floating in the huge water column above, many more species have 
yet to be seen, let alone described. Beebe caught a few of these, like a 
lanternfish netted en route from Genovesa to Isabela. Bringing it into 
the dark room on board the research vessel Arcturus, he marvelled at the 
‘little eruptions of body fires which flashed forth’ from its flesh. Dredging 
off Fernandina, Beebe’s team pulled up a couple of anglerfish with their 
weird lamp to illuminate the pitch before them. The BBC’s 2006 three-
part documentary Galápagos provides an even more impressive glimpse 

figure 2.2. Three new species of lantern-bearing anglerfish or ‘sea  devils’. 
This was the kind of extraordinary life that Beebe’s team brought up from the 
deep, dark water to the northeast of the Galápagos. Reproduced from William 
Beebe, The Arcturus Adventure (New York: Putnam, 1926).
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to leave the colony en masse so that by the time it was dark, the only 
individuals left on land were those incubating eggs or brooding chicks. 
By feeding at night the swallow-tailed gull may be sidestepping the 
competition, able to forage undisturbed by larger, more aggressive sea-
birds like boobies, frigatebirds and albatrosses. They are also probably 
after particular prey species that come to the sea surface at night, as 
they prefer to forage during a full moon, when the abundance of these 
creatures is greatest. The swallow-tailed gull’s bright-orange eye ring is 
wide, exposing a relatively large area of the eyeball to its environment 
and helping it to see in the dark.

Back to the endemic waved albatross. Between January and March, 
most of the birds are at sea. But from April onwards they begin to return, 
males first to stake out an area of clifftop and await the return of their 
long-term partners. These bonds between males and females are reaf-
firmed every year in a ritualized ceremony. Females lay a single egg 
between April and June but concentrated in May, usually on a flat patch 
of ground or beneath a bush. In the first few days of incubation, one or 
the other of the parents may move the egg, shuffling it along on top of 
its feet as emperor penguins do during the Antarctic winter. There’s an 
obvious risk of breakage during such a manoeuvre, so there has to be a 
good reason why they do this. Nobody has really come up with a satis-
factory one. Perhaps they’ve taken a dislike to a neighbour. Over the 
next two months, the male and female will share the burden of incuba-
tion, with one coming and the other going. This becomes more frequent 
as hatching approaches, with switching occurring every four days or so. 
Then an awkward chick emerges, with patchy brown down eventually 
puffing up to give the youngster a fluffy, daffy air. The parents will brood 
the young chick for several weeks, followed by a slightly more relaxed 
guard for a couple more, before they are prepared to leave it alone for 
days on end.

Owing to the size of the albatross, it’s relatively easy to fit one with 
a satellite transmitter to find out where they go. When researchers did 
this in the 1990s, they found that the waved albatrosses head towards 
the coastal waters of mainland Ecuador and Peru. The signal from one 
bird was picked up more than 1,200 km from the Galápagos, at a latitude 
level with Lima.

figure 3.1. The waved albatross. The courting ritual of this elegant seabird is 
an intricate affair, captured in these sketches by Frederick Peabody Drowne in 
October 1897. ‘They have a manner of fencing with their bills that is ludicrous 
and remarkable,’ wrote Charles Harris, chief naturalist on the expedition. Re-
produced from Walter Rothschild and Ernst Hartert, Novitates Zoologicae 6, no. 2 
(1899): 7–205; see Drowne’s entry for 26 October 1897.

( 125 )

the top of the island on an inspection tour. The country nearly all rocks, covered  
with dry vegetation—quite thick in places.  Huge lizards were abundant, and a 
 number were taken.  We got two snakes, the largest about 3 ft. long.  Birds not 
numerous, and many in very worn plumage.  I saw Certhidea, mocking-birds, 
and three species of Geospiza.  One hawk was seen.  Doves very numerous. We  
collected several black tern,  
and the sailors killed a yellow-
crowned night heron (Nycta- 
nassa). Beck brought back two goats 
from a flock of twenty that he saw.

Oct. 23.—Went ashore early 
after birds.  Returned at 11 a.m. 
with about 50 small birds, two 
hawks, several oyster - catchers, 
a booby, sanderling, gull, and a 
lot of lizards ; also several black iguanas.  We skinned all the birds before supper,  
with the exception of the two hawks, it getting too dark to work.  In the  
evening several short-eared owls came out to see us, and I knocked one down  

with the spreader of the yawl-out.
Oct. 24 (Sunday).—Skinned a 

hawk before breakfast, after which  
Hull finished the other.  I skinned  
the owl, spent another hour in fixing  
up things, and took a vacation the rest of 
the day.  I fed one of the tortoises with 
banana peel, which it took from my hands.

Oct. 25—Shot 20 birds each, and 
returned alt 9:30 a.m.  We skinned birds 
all the rest of the day.  In the afternoon the 
mate and sailors went off on a goat hunt, 

but found no goats.  They reported, however, a big albatross’ rookery, and brought 
in several eggs of the albatross.

Oct. 26.—Up early and started for the rookery.  We separated after going inland 
for some distance, the mate and a sailor after a goat, and the rest of us for albatross.  We 
reached the first lot soon.  
They were a mile or more 
inland, on a smooth patch 
of ground.  Some of the 
groups contained a dozen 
or more individuals.  They 
were very tame, like the 
boobies, but some attacked 
us in a savage manner.  We noticed a very curious and interesting habit which seemed 
to be a pastime of theirs, and resembled fencing as near as birds could imitate it—
their beaks being the foils (Figs. 1 to 6).  In every direction birds were fencing in pairs. 
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Once the chick is strong enough to be left alone, it stands a good 
chance of surviving. Still, there’s a lot of death amongst these hatch-
lings, with only around one in four breeding females rearing a chick to 
the point of fledging. Over the course of this chick-rearing phase, juve-
nile birds hatched in previous years start to return, and in November and 
December the colony reaches a crescendo of behaviour, with plenty of 
interactions between birds and courtship displays between existing pairs 
and wannabe breeders. This involves an impressive range of movements, 
from what looks like deferent head bobbing and circling, to jaw gaping 
and snapping, to a rapid rapier-like exchange of bill clacks, to a plaintive 
lowing thrown to the sky.

The Penguin and the Cormorant
In contrast to the waved albatross, with its long-distance movements, 
two other endemic seabirds do not fly: the Galápagos penguin and the 
flightless cormorant. The most suitable place for these species to feed 
and breed is in the productive west, between Isabela and Fernandina. 
Even then, they face similar pressures to the fur seals and sea lions. In 
the particularly harsh El Niño of 1982–1983, for instance, when fur seals 
and sea lions were so hard hit, only one in four penguins and cormorants 
survived.

For both the penguin and the cormorant, the unpredictable arena 
that is the Galápagos has had several consequences. The Galápagos pen-
guin is famously small, with adults weighing in at just 2 kg, about half 
the size of their closest living relative, the Humboldt penguin from Chile 
and Peru. Only with its diminutive stature and relatively thin feathering 
can a bird most commonly associated with colder climes hang on so far 
north. The flightless cormorant, by contrast, seems to have grown in 
stature (it has more than twice the body mass of its closest living relative, 
the neotropic cormorant of Central and South America), possibly to 
improve on its capacity to dive. Whereas all other species of cormorant 
are pretty nifty swimmers, the flightless variety’s heavier frame and more 
powerful feet mean that, for a given depth, it can stay down for longer. 
This shift away from flight could never have happened in a world full of 
predators. But in the Galápagos, where the only land-based threat to the 
flightless cormorant comes from the Galápagos hawk, the costly flight 

figure 3.2. The Galápagos penguin. This species is famously small, with adults 
weighing in at just 2 kg, about half the size of their closest living relative, the 
Humboldt penguin from Chile and Peru. Reproduced from Osbert Slavin, Transac-
tions of the Zoological Society of London 9 (1877): 447–510.
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start to produce flowers and fruits. They can then probably do so for a 
couple of hundred years.

In the Galápagos, there are six different species (with a couple fur-
ther subdivided into distinct varieties). All of them have flattened oval 
branches (or pads as we tend to call them) that lobe off a central trunk 
and store the water. As with the smaller lava cactus, the leaves are no 
more than spines that stick out from the pad, considerably reducing loss 
of water.

Apart from these general similarities, there are plenty of differences 
between species. Darwin collected just one, a prickly pear opuntia spec-
imen from Santiago, the one Henslow described back in 1837. But he 
would have been fascinated to have had a chance to look at the other 
forms that exist throughout the archipelago. The most obvious differ-
ence between species is their size. The Santiago species, at around 2m 
high with a trunk some 30 cm wide, turns out to be somewhere in the 
middle of the opuntia range. The northern islands of Darwin, Wolf and 
Genovesa are home to one of the smallest varieties, a low-lying form in 
which the trunk is largely obscured by a riot of pads. On Santa Fé, by 
contrast, there is a colossal species that can reach up to 12m high with a 
trunk that’s over 1m wide.

It’s often said that the different heights have come about as a result 
of the selective force imposed by the local herbivores. So on islands 
that have never had tortoises (like Darwin, Wolf and Genovesa, for 
instance), the local prickly pear opuntia is spread out near to the ground. 
On islands with tortoises, by contrast, the opuntias seem to have found a 
way to grow their succulent pads out of the reptiles’ reach. Though pos-
sible, this explanation is probably a bit too simplistic. Although Santa 
Fé once had tortoises, would they really have driven the local opuntia to 
such a giant extreme?

The spines of the different Opuntia species also present something of 
a puzzle, one that would have intrigued Darwin. These differ markedly in 
number, length and strength. On Santiago, for instance, the fleshy pads 
are covered with clusters of between five and thirty-five spines that can 
measure up to 7.5 cm long. Henslow described these as ‘strongly resem-
bling hog’s bristles.’ On Genovesa, by contrast, the spines come in clus-
ters of between seven and twenty-eight and are shorter and softer, more 

figure 4.1. The prickly pear cactus opuntia galapageia (Figure 2). 
Charles Darwin collected this species from the lowlands of Santiago. It is 
clearly different from another Opuntia he collected from mainland South 
America (Figure 1). Reproduced from John Stevens Henslow, Magazine of 
Zoology and Botany (1837): 466–468.
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it is as if each specimen is acutely aware of its neighbour’s sensitivities, 
the forest a paragon of mutual respect.

Scalesia pedunculata is not just a pretty tree; it is also part of a fasci-
nating evolutionary story. For it’s not the only Scalesia in town. In fact, 
the genus comprises at least fifteen different species (some of which are 
further divided into subspecies), all of them endemic to the Galápagos 
and found from the arid zone to the highlands. In spite of considerable 
differences in outward appearance, its thought that all these species are 
probably descended from a single daisy-like ancestor that managed to 
establish in the arid zone. From this unpropitious origin, subsequent gen-
erations spread higher and higher, adapting to the increasing humidity 
along the way and dispersing to other islands. Small, low-lying islands 
tend to support one shrubby Scalesia species. Larger, elevated islands 
have more. On Santa Cruz, for instance, there are at least six different 
species.

Beyond the Scalesia forest, on established islands like San Cristóbal 
and Santa Cruz that rise above 400m, there are more rarefied habitats 
still. There are no Scalesia here. They give way to lower-lying, bushy 
thickets of Miconia (the nesting site for the critically endangered Galápa-
gos petrel), then, even higher, to the pampa zone, a boggy moor-like 
expanse of grass, sedge, moss and fern.

All this vegetation, from the salty coast, through the desert-like arid 
zone and the humid highlands, to the chilly, thinned-out pampa, pro-
vides the backdrop for the arrival of land-dwelling creatures from tiny 
insects to hulking reptiles to humans. It is to them that we now turn.

figure 4.2. The giant daisy tree scalesia pedunculata. This is just one 
of at least fifteen closely related species found only in the Galápagos, but 
it is certainly the most spectacular, a slender tree that grows rapidly to 
a height of some 20m. In the past, this species would have dominated 
much of the highlands—‘a very handsome species’, according to bota-
nist  Joseph Hooker. Reproduced from Joseph Hooker, Icones Plantarum 28 
(1905): pl. 2717.
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sound among the thin foliage, as if they had blown so long and so regu-
larly that no sough was left in this part of earth.’

In contrast to the Galápagos plants, whose most common mode 
of transport to the archipelago was hitching a ride with birds, most 
insects—certainly the butterflies, the moths and the bee—are thought 
to have taken the aerial route. Even spiders, if small enough, can use 
strands of silk to parachute through the air. Darwin had noticed this 

figure 5.1. Butterflies and moths collected by 
the California Academy of Sciences in 1905 and 
1906. The large moth at the top (No. 7), Mand-
uca sexta leucoptera, was collected as a caterpillar in 
Wreck Bay on San Cristóbal. Reproduced from Fran-
cis Williams, Proceedings of the California Academy 
of Sciences, Fourth Series 1 (1912): 289–322.
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transformation of highland habitat into agricultural land or the introduc-
tion of invasive predators like rats, the disturbance can be devastating.

As brilliant as this family of snails is at illustrating the principle of 
evolution by natural selection, the land birds of the Galápagos have 
made the most significant contribution to the public understanding of 
Darwinian evolution. It is to them that we now turn.

figure 5.2. left, land snails. There is an incredible diversity of land snails in 
the Galápagos, almost all of them endemic to the islands. The Galápagos bulim-
ulid family (to which specimens 12 to 16 belong) is one of the most remarkable 
examples of adaptive radiation. Reproduced from William Healy Dall, Proceedings 
of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia 48 (1896): 395–460.
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been to the Galápagos and hoped but failed to distinguish one finch spe-
cies from the next, it should be of some consolation that this was Dar-
win’s experience too. For a start, he didn’t appreciate that they were all 
finches, judging the cactus finch to belong to the family that contains 
New World blackbirds and the warbler finch to be a kind of wren. Of 
those he recognised as finch-like birds, he found them rather samey, a 
mass of feathers ranging from light brown for the females to dark brown 
or black for the males, with no obvious markings to aid identification. 
Their behaviour also seemed rather unremarkable: ‘There is no possibil-
ity of distinguishing the species by their habits, as they are all similar, & 
they feed together . . . in large irregular flocks.’

But though identifying the Galápagos finches with any certainty is a 
feat best left to the serious ornithologist, the casual visitor will have no 
trouble seeing that the beaks of these birds come in an impressive range 
of shapes and sizes, from the very neat (as in the case of the warbler 
finch) to the frankly huge (like that of the large ground finch). Darwin 
saw this too, noting ‘a gradation in form of the bill’.

With his mind focused on geology, however, Darwin set his finch 
specimens aside to be described at a later date by someone who really 
knew his birds. That person turned out to be ornithologist and taxider-
mist John Gould, who judged that Darwin’s thirty-one finch specimens 
belonged to thirteen different species. This came as something of a sur-
prise. Darwin, quite rightly, began to wonder how so many seemingly 
similar species could live alongside each other. He flipped back through 
his notes, wondering if he could figure out on which island he’d shot 
each of his specimens. He couldn’t. He got in touch with Robert Fitz-
Roy and a couple of other Beagle hands who had assembled their own 
private finch collections and whose recollection of where each speci-
men had come from was more reliable than his own. In the end, how-
ever, the most he ever made of the Galápagos finches (at least in public) 
was in the beefed-up second edition of his Journal of Researches, where 
he drew attention to the rather impressive variation in the shapes and 
sizes of their beaks. ‘Seeing this gradation and diversity of structure in 
one small, intimately related group of birds, one might really fancy that 
from an original paucity of birds in this archipelago, one species had 
been taken and modified for different ends,’ he wrote. To illustrate his 

figure 6.1. A series of beaks belonging to Darwin’s finches. These unas-
suming birds have become ambassadors for evolutionary biology. This plate 
shows off the ‘gradation in form of the bill’ that Darwin observed, from 
the large ground finch (top left) to the sharp-beaked ground finch (bottom 
right). Reproduced from Walter Rothschild and Ernst Hartert, Novitates Zoo-
logicae 6 (1899): 7–205.
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point, he included a rather nice woodcut of four finch heads, including 
those of the dinkily billed warbler finch at one extreme and the chunkily 
beaked large ground finch at the other. But as he’d only recorded the 
island of origin for a couple of his specimens and had not detected much 
difference in their behaviour, there was not much more he could say. He 
had little option but to leave the finches out of On the Origin of Species 
altogether.

The Mockingbirds
Thankfully, another group of Galápagos birds was much easier to make 
sense of than the finches: the Galápagos mockingbirds. ‘I fortunately 
happened to observe, that the specimens which I collected in the two 
first islands we visited, differed from each other, and this made me pay 
particular attention to their collection,’ he wrote in Zoology of the Voy-
age of H.M.S. Beagle. So when Darwin subsequently stepped ashore on 
Isabela and then on Santiago, he made a special point of collecting a 
mockingbird from each. In total, Darwin sailed away from the Galápagos 
with just four birds, one from each of the islands he had visited, but he 
also had a chance to study other mockingbird specimens collected by 
FitzRoy and others. He was quick to note the similarity between the 
Galápagos mockingbirds and those on the South American mainland 
and that ‘each variety is constant in its own Island’. This observation 
led to Darwin’s first explicit suggestion that species might not be fixed 
in their nature but might in fact change. If he really was able to demon-
strate that each island had just one type of mockingbird that differed 
from those of a neighbouring island, it would, he felt, ‘undermine the 
stability of Species’.

And so it did.
There are four species of mockingbird in the Galápagos, one occur-

ring on San Cristóbal, another on Española, a third on Floreana and the 
most ubiquitous found on most of the other islands in the archipelago. 
There’s not much to separate them visually. The Floreana mockingbird 
is the most distinct, with a notable pale patch behind its eye and three 
white bands on its wing covets, features that may have piqued Darwin’s 
interest all those years ago. Unfortunately, the chances of seeing this 
particular species today are virtually nil. By the end of the nineteenth 

figure 6.2. The Floreana mockingbird. With a notable pale patch behind its 
eye and three white bands on its wing covets, the Floreana mockingbird clearly 
differs from mockingbirds on other islands. This kind of variation from one is-
land to the next, Darwin felt, would ‘undermine the stability of Species’. Repro-
duced from John Gould, ‘Part 3. Birds,’ in The Zoology of the Voyage of H.M.S. 
Beagle, ed. Charles Darwin (London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1838–1843), 62.
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From this brief survey of the Galápagos finches, it should be pretty 
obvious that the notion of a species is rather artificial. Darwin was 
well aware of the many different ways that his naturalist friends chose 
to define species: ‘In some, resemblance seems to go for nothing . . . in 
some, descent is the key—in some, sterility an unfailing test, with others 
it is not worth a farthing,’ he wrote to his botanist chum Joseph Hooker. 
‘It all comes, I believe, from trying to define the indefinable.’ In the case 
of the finches, the number of species that we settle on is a balancing act, 
an effort to acknowledge both similarity and difference simultaneously. 
Being confused by Darwin’s finches is not a failing but a strength, an 
honest acknowledgement of the beakish continuum that befuddled Dar-
win himself.

Hawk and Dove
Apart from mockingbirds and finches, there are plenty of other inter-
esting land-dwelling birds in the Galápagos. The Galápagos hawk, the 
only raptor and the top predator on the islands, is particularly so. Darwin 
found it remarkable for its vulturous habits, as reported in this rather 
gruesome passage: ‘When a tortoise is killed even in the midst of the 
woods, these birds immediately congregate in great numbers, and remain 
either seated on the ground, or on the branches of the stunted trees, 
patiently waiting to devour the intestines, and to pick the carapace 
clean, after the meat has been cut away,’ he wrote.

In fact, the resemblance to vultures is merely superficial. John Gould 
judged the Galápagos raptor to be similar to actively hunting hawks 
from the Americas. Recent genetic work shows that this is right and that 
the closest living relative of the Galápagos hawk is Swainson’s hawk. So 
great, in fact, is the similarity between these species that the hawks of 
the Galápagos are among the most recent arrivals in the archipelago, a 
few birds blown off their long-distance migratory path between North 
and South America within the last few hundred thousand years.

In that time, the descendants of these first hawkish settlers have 
styled themselves on vultures, with a more passive, wait-and-see 
approach to finding their food. They embrace a far more cosmopolitan 
diet than their ancestors, happily snaffling up anything from young igua-
nas to sea lion afterbirth. Darwin quickly realised that this behaviour 

figure 6.3. The Galápagos hawk. This vulturous raptor is the top predator 
in the islands, with a cosmopolitan diet that ranges from young iguanas to sea 
lion afterbirth. Reproduced from John Gould, ‘Part 3. Birds,’ in The Zoology of 
the Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle, ed. Charles Darwin (London: Smith, Elder and 
Co., 1838–1843), 23.
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A decade later, Darwin was the first to get to grips with the striking 
peculiarity that Bell had predicted. These reptiles swim in the sea, a talent 
that no other living iguanid has mastered to the same degree. Darwin fig-
ured they were probably doing so to feed and set out to find out on what. 
The simplest thing to do so was to cut one open and take a look in its 
stomach. To his surprise, he found it ‘largely distended with minced sea-
weed’, a strange result but one that he successfully replicated with several 
other dissections. He could find no sign of any of the bright green and dull 
red seaweed anywhere on land, so he came to the conclusion that ‘it grows 
at the bottom of the sea, at some little distance from the coast’.

Bell’s description had been full of insight. The marine iguana’s 
webbed toes and tail allow it to swim. Its long claws help it to get a grip 
against the currents and to clamber up the rocks and out of the sea. Its 
blunt snout and lobed teeth set close to the edge of its jaw are perfect for 
grazing on the short swards of algae that decorate the rocks.

outlandish nature, the basking mass of thorny heads, tangled limbs and 
scaly tails that litters every shoreline in the Galápagos.

Imps of Darkness
Darwin’s instinctive response to the marine iguanas was one of revul-
sion. ‘The black Lava rocks on the beach are frequented by large (2–3 
ft.) most disgusting, clumsy Lizards,’ he wrote of his first encounter on 
San Cristóbal. ‘They are as black as the porous rocks over which they 
crawl,’ he went on, describing them as ‘imps of darkness.’

It’s more than likely he lifted this delightful phrase from the cap-
tain of HMS Blonde, George Byron. On Fernandina in 1825, Byron had 
landed ‘among an innumerable host of sea-guanas, the ugliest living 
creatures we ever beheld’. These reptiles, he wrote, were ‘like the alliga-
tor, but with a more hideous head, and of a dirty sooty black colour, and 
sat on the black lava rocks like so many imps of darkness.’

That same year, whilst Darwin was still in shorts, the Zoological 
Society of London had received a specimen from a contact in Mexico, 
one that caused herpetologist Thomas Bell much excitement. In a rather 
poetic contribution to the society’s journal, he acknowledged how much 
progress had been made in establishing the principles of classification, 
‘probably approaching to the grand plan upon which the animal world 
was created.’ But the bizarre iguana on the table in front of him gave 
pause for reflection: ‘Our knowledge of the natural arrangement must be 
confessed to be as yet confined to a feeble glimmering of light, the first 
bright light, as it were, of dawn.’

To Bell, the marine iguana must have been an extraordinary sight to 
behold and not just because of the incredibly bad taxidermy. He noted 
the creature’s powerful limbs, its flattened tail, its short toes of almost 
equal length, each sporting a ‘remarkably strong, and much hooked’ 
claw. Of all its characteristics, he was most taken by its ‘short, obtusely 
truncated’ head and its numerous teeth that were completely unlike 
those of all other iguanas he’d encountered. From this, he came up with 
the genus name Amblyrhynchus, literally, ‘blunt nose’. ‘These circum-
stances,’ he concluded, ‘evidently indicate some striking peculiarity in 
its food and general habits,’ though he held back on speculating what 
these might be.

figure 7.1. Marine iguanas on Española. The marine iguana is one of the 
most extraordinary species in the Galápagos, a reptile that has evolved to swim 
in the sea, diving down to considerable depths to feed on algae. Reproduced from 
Walter Rothschild and Ernst Hartert, Novitates Zoologicae 6 (1899): 7–205.
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will fight, and bite each other till blood is drawn’; if you toss a bit of 
succulent cactus to them, they will ‘seize and carry it away in their 
mouths, like so many hungry dogs with a bone’.

Although Darwin’s actions can only have had a very minor impact 
on the land iguanas of Santiago, the impact of other mammalian feet 
(mainly those of donkeys, pigs and goats) on their burrows and wider 
habitat probably accounts for the sad fact that none is left on Santiago 
today, and their numbers are much reduced elsewhere.

Of the ones Darwin saw (C. subcristatus), he described their belly, legs 
and head as being ‘Saffron’ and ‘Dutch orange’ in colour. The land igua-
nas of Santa Fé (C. pallidus) are judged to be a different species owing to 
their lighter skin tone and a few other characteristics. More recently, in 

figure 7.2. Land iguana. Conolophus subcristatus is the most common of three 
species of land iguana in the Galápagos. Reproduced from Thomas Bell, ‘Part 5. 
Reptiles,’ in The Zoology of the Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle, ed. Charles Darwin 
(London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1838–1843), 22.
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under a quite similar climate, rising to a nearly equal height, would have 
been differently tenanted.

Over the course of the nineteenth century, a succession of naturalists 
came to the Galápagos intent on providing a more objective account of 
these differently tenanted islands. In the wake of the California Acad-
emy of Sciences expedition to the Galápagos in 1905 and 1906, it fell to 
herpetologist John Van Denburgh to assimilate all the opinions expressed 
in preceding decades. In a two-hundred-page manuscript, he recognised 
fifteen different species of Galápagos tortoise, two of which he judged 
had already gone extinct. Van Denburgh’s classification has largely stood 
the test of time. Today we recognise fourteen different species of Galápa-
gos giant tortoise, of which four are now extinct. In general, the rule of 
thumb is one island, one tortoise, but on the biggest island, Isabela, each 
of the five major volcanoes has its own unique form.

The most obvious trait to differ from one island to the next is the 
shape of the shell. It’s the tortoise equivalent of the finch’s beak. At one 
extreme there are species with a conventional ‘domed’ carapace. At the 
other are the ‘saddlebacks’, tortoises with an exaggerated saddle-like furl 
at the front. So striking is this difference that David Porter, captain of 
the US frigate Essex, made a note of it two hundred years ago. He judged 
the tortoises on Santiago to be ‘a species entirely distinct’ from those on 
Española. On Santiago, he found the tortoises ‘round, plump, and black 
as ebony, some of them handsome to the eye’. On Española, he found 
the shell ‘elongated, turning up in the manner of a Spanish saddle’.

Since most tortoises in the world have a domed shell, it’s reasonable 
to assume that this is the default position and the saddle the exception. 

figure 7.3. Right, Galápagos giant tortoise. It’s thought there were once 
at least fourteen different species of giant tortoise in the Galápagos, of which 
only ten now remain. These come in two principal forms—domed and saddle-
backed—both of which are depicted in this nineteenth-century engraving. Re-
produced from Charles Frederick Holder, Charles Darwin: His Life and Work (New 
York, London: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1892).
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thirty-seven years, these hunters had removed a minimum of 13,013 
giant tortoises from the islands. As this was only a fraction of the Amer-
ican fleet and captured none of the exploitation carried out by British 
whalers, Townsend knew it was a gross underestimation of the toll. ‘It 
would be within safe limits to credit American whalers with taking not 
less than 100,000 tortoises subsequent to 1830,’ he concluded. We can 
never really know the full extent of the devastation, but factoring in the 
activities of the British whaling fleet and the likes of Porter, this phase 
in the history of the Galápagos could well have seen the extraction of 
200,000 giants. Or more.

Whilst he was about it, Townsend did the same for fur seals. The 
few snippets of evidence he could assemble suggested sealers had taken 
at least 20,000 animals from the archipelago between 1870 and 1882. 
‘This is of course a trivial number as compared with the total catch made 

freezers, giant tortoises were a godsend. ‘They were piled up on the quar-
ter-deck for a few days  .  .  . in order that they might have time to dis-
charge the contents of their stomachs,’ explained Porter. Then he had 
his men carry them below deck and stored ‘as you would stow any other 
provisions’. Writing about his experience of the Galápagos in 1825, Ben-
jamin Morrell asserted that a hoard of tortoises would provide ‘fresh pro-
visions for six or eight months’, protecting the men from scurvy into the 
bargain.

This combination of tastiness and hardiness resulted in tortoise 
slaughter on an absolutely staggering scale. Privateers like Dampier, 
whalers like Colnett, naval officers such as Delano and Porter, and 
explorers like Morrell weren’t just hungry—they were very, very greedy.

The collection of tortoises was something of a military operation. ‘All 
hands employed in making belts to go after terpen,’ reads the entry of 
one whaling logbook. ‘Four boats were dispatched every morning . . . and 
returned at night, bringing with them from twenty to thirty [tortoises] 
each,’ wrote Porter of a particularly profitable visit to Santiago in 1813. 
‘In four days we had as many as would weigh about 14 tons on board, 
which was as much as we could conveniently stow.’ This would have 
been just shy of five hundred animals. On another occasion he recorded 
‘getting on board between four and five hundred’ from Floreana.

Whilst such hauls seem to be the exception rather than the rule, 
most vessels would typically take dozens and often hundreds. In an anal-
ysis way ahead of its time, director of the New York Aquarium Charles 
Haskins Townsend sat down in the 1920s to pore over the logbooks of 
American whaling vessels and found several similarly startling harvests. 
The crew of one vessel, for instance, spent just five days on Española and 
came away with 335 animals. Another took nine days to reap 350 from 
Floreana. A third took as many days to secure 240 tortoises from San 
Cristóbal. There is the odd document that captures how backbreaking 
this must have been for the sailors. ‘We got about 250 altogether which 
cost us much trouble,’ wrote one. Another confessed to being ‘tired oute’ 
by the exertion. Yet another still found himself ‘intirely exhoisted’.

By the time he’d finished, Townsend had extracted tortoise tallies 
from the logbooks of seventy-nine American whalers that had made 
189 collecting trips in the Galápagos between 1831 and 1868. In just 

figure 8.1. The Galápagos giant tortoises tasted good. It’s thought that buc-
caneers and whalers may have eaten their way through several hundred thou-
sand giant tortoises. Reproduced from the Illustrated London News, 13 July 1850, 
courtesy of John Woram.
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during the period, the records of which are not available,’ he wrote. 
By the time he first visited the Galápagos in 1888, only a few fur seals 
remained.

By then, the whale population had been decimated too. In the days 
before the discovery of petroleum in the 1850s, whales had been of enor-
mous commercial value. Oil refined from whale’s blubber had provided 
the most common source of fuel for artificial lighting; it was used to 
grease up factory machinery and clocks; whalebones were fashioned into 
canes, corsets and ribs for umbrellas. The sperm whale was of particular 
value owing to the pearly, ejaculate-like fluid (hence called spermaceti) 
contained in an unusual cavity in its rectangular head (the spermaceti 
organ). There’s still debate over what purpose this cavity serves the 
whale: it could be used to control buoyancy; it might be used as a batter-
ing ram to stun its prey; or, more likely, it serves some complex acoustic 
function. The whalers, however, were interested in none of this. Once 
bailed out from the sperm whale’s head and processed, the spermaceti 
yielded a particularly clarified product suitable for making the finest of 
candles and the most coveted of cosmetics. In around 1820, when the 

figure 8.2. The sperm whale. Sperm whales were big business in the nine-
teenth century, and the Galápagos was one of the best whaling grounds around. 
Reproduced from Charles Nordhoff, Whaling and Fishing (Cincinnati: Moore, Wil-
stach, Keys & Co., 1856).
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Project Pinzón
With the success of Project Isabela, the GNPS and its partners are now 
setting their sights on other mammalian invaders. Rats pose a serious 
problem, notably for invertebrates like the bulimulid snails, birds like the 
endangered medium tree finch, mangrove finch and Galápagos petrel, 
and reptiles like the Pinzón tortoise. But how do you get rid of rodents, 
which are not only fecund but can hide away in the most inaccessible of 
crevices? At present, the only approach with any chance of success is to 
put out poison.

At a workshop in the Galápagos in 2007 (precisely analogous to the 
one that gave rise to Project Isabela a decade earlier), conservationists 
laid the groundwork for what became known as Project Pinzón. As with 
Project Isabela, this began on small islands, incorporating lessons learned 
from each eradication attempt, revising the plan and gradually scaling up 

locate and then hang out with others of its kind, leading hunters to the 
last remaining individuals of a population. Although the idea had been 
around for several decades prior to Project Isabela, it was on Pinta in 
the Galápagos that the Judas goat became a serious conservation tool. 
Trials revealed that the most effective Judas goats were males that had 
been rendered sterile (with a nifty surgical snip rather than relatively 
crude castration). In addition, sterilised females treated with a cocktail 
of drugs to simulate a state of permanent oestrus proved to be an effec-
tive add-on, a supplementary tool now referred to as the Mata Hari goat 
(after the infamous World War I double agent).

With the successful eradication of Pinta’s goats, Project Isabela 
began to scale up its operation, using a combination of carefully posi-
tioned fences to corral animals, aerial sharpshooting from helicopters, 
more conventional ground-based hunting, specially trained dogs and, 
where appropriate, the lethal deployment of Judas and Mata Hari goats 
to exterminate somewhere in the region of 200,000 large mammals from 
several islands, notably Santiago and northern Isabela. In the aftermath 
of Project Isabela, the GNPS took on feral goat populations on the 
inhabited islands. As of 2011, when the GNPS and its collaborators last 
revealed the status of these operations, there were no feral goats left in 
the Galápagos except for small populations on San Cristóbal, Santa Cruz 
and southern Isabela. Even there, however, the recovery of native vege-
tation has been impressive.

Of course, the work doesn’t stop with a successful eradication. It’s 
a rather dismal fact, but there are plenty of people who perceive that 
the conservation movement in the Galápagos has a negative influence 
on their livelihoods and are prepared to use goats as a political tool, 
threatening to reintroduce the animals to goat-free islands unless their 
demands are met. Between 2000 and 2010, it’s reckoned that there were 
around ten incidents of such sabotage, on average one every year. These 
reintroductions are more trouble than they sound, as the effort required 
to seek out and destroy just a few individuals can be huge. In 2009, some 
malcontent set six goats down on Santiago, which had by then been a 
goat-free zone for some three years. The GNPS put the cost of removing 
these animals at $32,393. That’s more than $5,000 a goat.

figure 9.1. The threat of sabotage is ever-present. In 
2004, local fishermen threatened to introduce goats to 
Fernandina, the most pristine island in the archipelago. 
Reproduced from Victor Carrion et al., ‘Archipelago-wide Is-
land Restoration in the Galápagos Islands: Reducing Costs 
of Invasive Mammal Eradication Programs and Reinvasion 
Risk,’ PLoS One 6 (2011): e18835.
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